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, using the expansion in Heyl & Hernquist (1997)
(see also Tsai & Erber 1975), we have















































An electromagnetic (EM) wave with a given frequency !
satises the wave equation
r (




























where the subscripts \" specify the two modes (\plus-
mode" and \minus-mode"). Using the procedure of
Meszaros & Ventura (1979; who neglected ions and con-
sidered the b 1 limit), the mode eigenvector E

can be
expressed explicitly: In the xyz coordinates with k along


















































































and the electron cyclotron frequency !
Be
, the ion cy-
clotron frequency !
Bi
, and the electron plasma frequency
!
p






























eV. We shall be in-
terested in photon energies such that u
e
 1 and v  1.
The standard way of classifying photon modes in a mag-





j: the extraordinary mode (X-mode) has





plane; the ordinary mode (O-mode) has jKj  1, and




B plane. The advantage of such
classication is that the X-mode and O-mode interact very
dierently with matter: the O-mode opacity is largely un-
aected by the magnetic eld, while the X-mode opacity










1 (jKj  1). Obviously,  = 0
for ! = !
Bi
. But even for general energies (E 6= ~!
Bi
),
a photon traveling in an inhomogeneous medium encoun-
ters  = 0 when the vacuum resonance (v = q+m) occurs,



















= E=(1 keV) and  = [3Æ=(q +m)]
1=2
is a slow-






for b 1;  varies from 0:99 at B
14




Figure 1 shows the values of K






=! for the plus and minus-modes near the
resonance density. The plus-mode (minus-mode) mani-
fests as O-mode (X-mode) at high densities but becomes
X-mode (O-mode) at low densities. A natural question
arises: how does the polarization state evolve as a photon
traverses from the high density region through 
res
to the
low density region? Before we proceed, it is convenient to













where we have used r   1  1. The eigenvectors of
the modes are E
+T
















the X-mode and O-mode are maximally \mixed".
3. mode conversion in an inhomogeneous plasma
If the density variation is suÆciently gentle, an O-mode
photon created at high densities will remain on the K
+
-
trajectory (Fig. 1) as it travels outward and will adiabat-
ically convert into the X-mode after traversing the reso-
nance density. This is analogous to the MSW mechanism
for neutrino oscillation. To quantify this, we write the
























dz. We shall adopt the WKB (or ge-




vary on a length scale much longer than the photon wave-
length. Substituting eq. (13) into eq. (6), using eq. (7)
and the approximations a   1  1 and m  1, and then

















































































































, and we have subtracted a nonessen-



































the polarization vector will evolve adiabatically (e.g., a
photon in the plus-mode will remain in the plus-mode).
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Clearly, the adiabaticity condition (16) is most easily vio-



































= jdz=d lnj is the density scale height along the
ray (evaluated at  = 
res




















is the gravitational acceleration, and  is the angle be-





, resonant conversion between X-mode and O-mode





, a photon will
\jump" across the adiabatic curves (Fig. 1), and an X-
mode (O-mode) will remain an X-mode (O-mode) in pass-
ing through the resonance. In general, the jump probabil-








(see Haxton 1995). The width of the resonance region can
be estimated by considering jj = 1 as dening the edge
























which is much smaller than the photon mean-free path.
4. implications for surface emission from
magnetars
To understand qualitatively the eects of vacuum po-
larization (and mode conversion, in particular) on the ra-
diation spectra from magnetar atmospheres, we begin by
estimating the location of the decoupling layer (at which
the optical depth is 2=3) for photons of dierent energies
and polarizations. For simplicity, we neglect scattering
and consider fully-ionized H atmospheres.
First, let us turn o the vacuum polarization and pro-
ton eects. The free-free absorption opacity can be written



















) is the zero-eld opacity and   1 for the
O-mode and   u
 1
e
for the X-mode (we set the Gaunt
factor to unity). Hydrostatic equilibrium yields the col-
































Fig. 2; the superscript \(nv)" stands for \no vacuum";
note that we have treated the temperature as a constant;
this a good approximationwhen estimating the decoupling
density since T varies by only a factor of a few while 
varies by many orders of magnitude above the decoupling
layer]. The X-mode photons emerge from deeper in the
atmosphere, and thus they are the main carriers of the
X-ray ux.
Next we include vacuum polarization and protons, but
turn o mode conversion (e.g., X-mode remains X-mode
across the vacuum resonance). The decoupling density

O
for the O-mode is still 
(nv)
O
























the photons created at 
(nv)
X
will encounter the resonance,
near which the X-mode opacity is greatly enhanced; thus
the decoupling density 
(nc)
X
[\(nc)" stands for \no conver-
sion"] will be smaller than 
(nv)
X













is modied slightly by the vacuum eect even away from
the resonance). In fact, the optical depth across resonance














as E decreases below E
c2






, until E drops below another critical energy E
c1
(see






















becomes close to 
(nv)
X
again, except for the





previously by Ho & Lai 2001a and Zane et al. 2001).
Now consider the eect of mode conversion at the vac-
uum resonance. For E > 1:3E
ad
, adiabatic mode con-
version is nearly complete (P
jump
< 3%). The O-mode
photons traveling from high densities through 
res
are con-
verted to X-mode photons, which then freely stream out




















, vacuum resonance occurs inside both the X






For E  E
ad








, the X-mode photons are emit-











To translate Fig. 2 into emergent spectra from NS
atmospheres, we need to know the temperature prole
T (). Obviously, T () can only be determined from
self-consistent atmosphere modeling, and dierent pho-
ton decoupling behaviors will give rise to dierent tem-
perature proles. This is beyond the scope of this pa-
per. Here, for illustrative purposes, we consider a xed





= 5  10
6
K, hydrogen atmosphere model (which in-
cludes the proton eect but not vacuum polarization) of
Ho & Lai (2001a; see Fig. 4 in that paper); this prole is
strongly non-Eddington, showing a mild plateau around




varies from 3.5 to 3.7), as a result
of radiative transport by two modes with vastly dierent
opacities. Given this T (), we calculate the emergent spec-












The X-mode opacity is  = 
0



















0:1, we have   u
1=2
e






















region contributes most to  .
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B





are given as in



















Figure 3 shows the results for the dierent cases discussed
in the previous paragraphs. We see that the vacuum polar-










Part of the depletion in Fig. 3 is caused by our assumption
of xed temperature prole (e.g., the heavy-solid curve and
the dashed curve have dierent total uxes), but Fig. 3 is
indicative of the potentially important eects of vacuum




















resonance occurs outside the O and X-mode decoupling





unaected by the vacuum resonance, although the polar-
ization will still be aected.
Previous studies (e.g.,

Ozel 2001; see footnote 1) ne-
glected adiabatic mode conversion as discussed in this pa-
per. We expect that including this eect in the radiative
transport would produce a qualitatively dierent spectrum
for magnetars (see Ho & Lai 2001b for details).
This work is supported in part by NASA grant NAG
5-8484 and an Alfred P. Sloan fellowship to D.L.
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Fig. 1.| The polarization parameters (upper panel) and refractive indices (lower panel) of photon modes as functions of density near the
vacuum resonance for B
14
= 1; E = 1 keV, Y
e
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and T ' 5 10
6
K. The solid lines show the case when vacuum polarization is included but mode conversion is turned o; the short-dashed
line shows the case when the vacuum polarization and proton eects are turned o (note 
O
is unaected by vacuum eect); the long-dashed
line shows the vacuum resonance density. The thick vertical line corresponds to the critical energy E
ad
for adiabatic mode conversion.
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Fig. 3.| Spectral uxes from NS atmospheres at B
14





model of Ho & Lai (2001a). Note that the results are deduced from Fig. 2 (see text) and are qualitative; they serve to illustrate the eects of
vacuum polarization and mode conversion.
